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a b s t r a c t

Trace-driven simulation of out-of-order superscalar processors is far from straightforward. The dynamic
nature of out-of-order superscalar processors combined with the static nature of traces can lead to
large inaccuracies in the results when the traces contain only a subset of executed instructions for trace
reduction. In this paper, we describe and comprehensively evaluate the pairwise dependent cache miss
model (PDCM), a framework for fast and accurate trace-driven simulation of out-of-order superscalar
processors. The model determines how to treat a cache miss with respect to other cache misses recorded
in the trace by dynamically reconstructing the reorder buffer state during simulation and honoring
the dependencies between the trace items. Our experimental results demonstrate that a PDCM-based
simulator produces highly accurate simulation results (less than 3% error) with fast simulation speeds
(62.5× on average) compared with an execution-driven simulator. Moreover, we observed that the
proposed simulation method is capable of preserving a processor’s dynamic off-core memory access
behavior and accurately predicting the relative performance change when a processor’s low-level
memory hierarchy parameters are changed.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Simulation is an important tool for computer architects [30]. It
enables one to quickly analyze the behavior of a complex system
and to evaluate subtle design trade-offs in a controlled experimen-
tal environment. However, its use is limited to situations where it
is both reasonably accurate and fast. Trace-driven simulation is a
widely used simulation method when traces are prepared and fast
simulation is required especially in an early design stage.

Trace-driven simulation’s increased speed results from replac-
ing the detailed functional execution of a benchmark with a highly
representative trace of a program execution. The trace may cap-
ture every executed instruction of a program, or it may contain the
information of certain events, such as L2 cache accesses [27]. Trace-
driven simulation with a full instruction trace is a widely used
method to precisely model the performance of an out-of-order
superscalar processor2 [3]. However, large disk space is required
to store a full trace file. Moreover, simulating the full instruction
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trace slows down the trace simulation speed. Alternatively, one
may employ a filtered trace instead of a full trace to model super-
scalar processor performance. Comparedwith a full trace, a filtered
trace can achieve significantly faster simulation speed and smaller
storage space, while maintaining the simulation accuracy close to
execution-driven simulation [19].

Filtered trace-driven simulation works well for in-order single-
issue cores. For example, during the trace generation phase,
one might record the type and address of every memory
operation as well as the number of instructions executed and
the number of cycles elapsed since the last memory operation.
This filtered trace only includes memory accesses and summarizes
the instructions executed between operations. Because the core
executes instructions in order and blocks while waiting for a
memory access, the filtered trace would be the same regardless of
thememory configuration. Thus one could simulatemanydifferent
memory hierarchy configurations using the same trace.

However, many issues arise when the same ‘‘block-and-
go’’ scheme is applied to superscalar processors. A superscalar
processor does not necessarily block during a memory access.
Modern processors often execute instructions during the memory
access to hide its latency cost. Previously, we examined three
strategies to approximate the impact of a long-latency memory
access on superscalar processor performance with filtered traces,
based on isolated cache miss model, independent cache miss model,
and pairwise dependent cache miss model [18]. The isolated cache
miss model is capable of accurately quantifying the impact of
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an ‘‘isolated’’ L1 cache miss. The model compares the number of
elapsed cycles after processing an L1 cachemiss as L2 cache hit and
L2 cache miss. However, the proposed approach cannot accurately
compute the impact of overlapping L1 cache misses. To accurately
model the impact of both isolated and overlapping L1 cachemisses,
we proposed the independent cache miss model. The model
determines when an L1 cache miss trace item can be processed
by dynamically reconstructing a processor’s reorder buffer (ROB)
state during simulation. Lastly, the pairwise dependent cache
miss model improves the independent cache miss model by
honoring the dependency between L1 cache misses. Among the
three strategies, the pairwise dependent cachemissmodel (PDCM)
was shown to achieve the highest simulation accuracy. While
this previous work formed a strong basis for fast and accurate
trace-driven simulation of superscalar processors, it used a fairly
simple processor model without some key processor artifacts
like branch prediction, instruction caching, prefetching, and miss
status handling registers (MSHRs) [16]. Other relatedwork also did
not study all artifacts together [5,7,14,22].

This work improves the accuracy of PDCM and extends PDCM
with techniques to incorporate previously ignored processor ar-
tifacts. The impact of these artifacts on program execution times
was measured to be large—up to 61% (prefetching), 48% (branch
prediction), and 329% (MSHRs). We explore and evaluate individ-
ual techniques to model the artifacts and assess their combined
effectiveness based on a full-fledged processor configuration. Our
results demonstrate that the proposed techniques are effective,
leading to very small errors of less than 3% and a fairly high sim-
ulation speedup of 62.5× on average, compared with detailed
execution-driven simulation.

Furthermore, we examined whether PDCM preserves the tem-
poral off-core memory access patterns of a program. This prop-
erty is important for studies targeting the usage and contention
behavior of system-wide resources such as shared L2 cache, on-
chip interconnect, and memory controller. We show experimen-
tally that a majority of program execution intervals (typically over
90% of all intervals) preserve temporal off-core memory access
patterns. The result suggests that our approach could potentially
be used in studies focusing on multicore system resources rather
than processor core parameters such as L1 cache configuration and
issue width.

Finally, PDCM is shown to robustly predict the relative per-
formance of a new machine configuration once the result for the
baseline machine configuration has been obtained. The perfor-
mance change direction is always predicted correctly and the per-
formance change amount is predicted with a small error of less
than 4% on average.

In summary, PDCM accurately models the performance of a
realistic superscalar processor by first replacing the processor core
simulationwith a filtered trace and then simulating the accesses to
the uncore components using the filtered trace. Using PDCM, one
can quickly evaluate various optimization techniques on uncore
components or study the relative performance by changing the
uncore configurations.

In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 first describes our
superscalar processor model. Section 3 describes PDCM in detail,
and Section 4 describes the experimental setup. We quantitatively
evaluate PDCM in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes related work
and we draw our conclusions in Section 7.

2. Machine model

Our machine model is a superscalar processor systemwith two
levels of cache memory and a main memory, as shown in Fig. 1.
The superscalar processor coremodelwe use is sketched inside the
dotted box. It has a front-end ‘‘fetch pipe’’ that fetches and buffers

Fig. 1. Machine model having a superscalar processor core, L2 cache, and main
memory.

instructions for further processing. Once fetched, instructions are
decoded and dispatched to various functional units such as an ALU,
branch unit, or data memory access unit. They may be temporarily
stored in buffers (or reservation stations) associated with a specific
functional unit until the unit becomes available or input operands
arrive. When an instruction is dispatched, a new entry is allocated
in the reorder buffer (ROB) so that the ‘‘update and commit pipe’’
can change the architectural state properly in the program order as
instructions are committed in the presence of special events such
as exceptions, branch mis-predictions, and cache misses. When a
memory accessmisses in an L1 cache, it accesses an off-core unified
L2 cache. If the accessmisses in the L2 cache, it will access themain
memory.

Our processor pipeline design resembles that ofMIPS R10k pro-
cessor [29] and Intel Core [11]. More general description of super-
scalar processor design and operation can be found in Johnson [12]
and Shen and Lipasti [23].

3. Pairwise Dependent Cache Miss Model (PDCM)

A superscalar processor dynamically selects and executes
multiple instructions in parallel. As a result, more than one cache
miss can be outstanding. However, there is a limit on the number of
pending L1 cachemisses, given a processor’s limited hardware data
structures and inherent dependencies between L1 cache misses.
With a 96-entry reorder buffer (ROB), for example, two memory
instructions cannot be simultaneously outstanding if they are 96
or more instructions away from each other, or if one depends on
the other.

PDCMbuilds on this observation. It reconstructs the ROB during
trace simulation to process a trace item only after the trace
item enters the ROB and if the trace item does not have an
unresolved dependency on preceding trace items in the ROB. In a
nutshell, PDCM analyzes the ROB occupancy status to determine
the progress of trace simulation and additionally when each trace
item can issue a cache access.

3.1. PDCM setup

Our trace-driven simulation framework employs two distinct
tools, a trace generator and a trace simulator. Fig. 2 illustrates
the relationship between the trace generator, trace simulator,
machine definitions, and trace files. The generic machine definition
refers to the superscalar processor core configuration that we use
in trace generation with a perfect L2 cache. The target machine
definition is the system-level processor configuration such as L2
cache configuration andmain memory latency, that completes the
overall machine model we wish to study.

Following our previous work [18], we introduce the notion
of timing during the trace generation phase and embed time-
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Fig. 2. Trace-driven simulation setup.

a

b

Fig. 3. (a) Five trace items (A, B, C, D, and E) recorded in the trace file. Trace item B depends on trace item A, while all other trace items are independent of each other. Inside
parentheses is the instruction sequence number assigned to each trace item in program order. (b) The status of the ROB: Only the first three trace items are in the ROB.

related information in the trace. A trace item is generated from
an L1 data cache miss, similar to [4]. Each trace item captures:
the number of elapsed cycles since the last trace item and the
information of the memory instruction that generated the trace
item: cache access type (read or write), instruction sequence
number, instruction sequence number of the parent trace item (if it
depends on a previous trace item), cache address, and write-back
address (if a write-back occurs on a data cache miss). To extract
timing information, the trace generator must be able to model the
microarchitecture of a processor using a user-provided machine
definition. This work uses sim-outorder [1] to generate traces.
The trace simulator implements our out-of-order trace simulation
algorithm and the uncore component models.

In our PDCM framework, the processor core configuration used
in the trace generator must be identical to the core configuration
of the simulated machine. We assume that the processor core
parameters, such as branch prediction algorithm, ROB size,
available functional unit types, and L1 cache configuration, are
fixed when the focus of study is on the ‘‘uncore’’ components of
a processor chip.

3.2. Identifying the data dependency between traces

Identifying all data dependencies between trace items is critical
for accurate filtered trace simulation. In trace generation, to
detect the dependencies between trace items, we construct and
exploit data dependency chains during trace generation. In the
dependency chain, the instruction sequence number of a parent
trace item is propagated to the dependent trace items. We use
the dependency chains already implemented in the modified
sim-outorder simulator we use for trace generation. We note
that a single trace item may depend on multiple trace items.
However, we found that storing more than a single parent does
not produce noticeably better results [18]. Accordingly, we choose
to store at most one parent, the parent with the largest instruction
sequence number, in each trace item.

Besides the explicit dependency between trace items, there also
exists an implicit dependency due to delayed hits. A delayed hit
occurs when a memory instruction accesses a cache block that is
still in transit from the lower-level cache or the memory. Consider
an L1 data cache miss that depends on an L1 delayed hit. This L1
data cachemissmust be processed after the previous L1 data cache
miss that caused the delayed hit, since there exists an implicit
dependency between the two L1 data cache misses via the L1
delayed hit in between [5].

To expose all dependencies between trace items during the
trace simulation phase, we generate trace items for L1 delayed hits
as well as L1 data cache misses. To identify delayed hits during
trace generation, when a cache block is brought into the cache on
a miss, we mark it with the instruction sequence number of the
memory instruction that generated themiss.We assume a hit in L1
data cache is a delayed hit, if the difference between the instruction
sequence number of the corresponding memory instruction and
the instruction sequence number recorded in the cache block is
smaller than a specified range.3

3.3. ROB occupancy analysis

ROB occupancy analysis examines the ROB occupancy status to
determine the progress of the trace simulation. More specifically,
we continue to run the trace simulation if the difference between
the instruction sequence number of a trace item and the head of
the ROB is smaller than the ROB size. A trace item can be processed
if it is in the ROB and if it has no unresolved data dependency. Let
us turn to the example in Fig. 3.

Suppose all five trace itemsA, B, C,D, and Emiss in the L2 cache,
andA is theheadof theROB.Given their instruction sequencenum-
ber, bothB andC can be placed in the ROBwithA, since the number
of instructions between A and C is smaller than the ROB size. How-
ever, the number of instructions betweenA andD is larger than the

3 The specified range should be at least the ROB size [5].
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Table 1
Notations used in Section 3.4.

current_time The current clock cycle time
ISN The instruction sequence number
rob-list The list used to reconstruct the ROB
robHead The trace item in the head of rob-list
issue-list The list used for out-of-order trace simulation
issueHead The trace item in the head of issue-list
robReadyTime The time when a trace item can be processed if it has no

data dependency stalls
traceProcessTime The time to process a trace item
resolveTime The time when the cache access from a trace item is done

ROB size. Consequently, D and E cannot issue a cache access while
A is in the ROB. C can issue a cache access in parallel with A, since
C is in the ROB and does not depend on A or B. However, B has to
wait until the cache access from A is done because it depends on
A. After A returns from L2 cache, B can issue a cache access and
A commits and exits the ROB. The issued instructions between A
and B also commit at the processor’s commit rate, which allows
the instructions between the tail of the ROB and D, as well as the
instruction in D, to advance to the ROB. Meanwhile, E cannot yet
enter the ROB. When B commits, the instructions between B and C
will follow and commit. As more and more entries become free, E
will finally move into the ROB and be issued.

Trace items generated for delayed hits help us correctly analyze
the ROB occupancy status. Assume that there is a memory
instruction with instruction sequence number 120, and it issues
a cache access after trace item B. If the cache access goes to the
same cache block as B, a delayed hit will occur. In this case, trace
item D cannot enter the ROB after trace item A commits, because
the memory instruction 120 will become the head of the ROB.

In essence, the ROB occupancy analysis monitors the ROB occu-
pancy after each successive trace item, allows all L2 cache accesses
without data dependency stalls in the ROB to issue, and blocks
any further processing of the following trace items if the ROB
is full.

3.4. Modeling a superscalar processor

Table 1 lists the notations used in this section.

3.4.1. Reconstructing the ROB
During trace simulation, we reconstruct the ROB with a linked

list referred to as rob-list. The trace items fetched from a trace
file are inserted in rob-list and sorted in increasing order of
their instruction sequence number (ISN). The trace item with the
smallest ISN in rob-list becomes the head of the ROB (robHead).

If a trace item has an ISN that is greater than or equal to the
sum of the ROB size and the ISN of robHead, the trace item cannot
enter the ROB. However, since the instructions are issued out of
order during trace generation, the trace items in a trace file are
not written in program order. Hence, when ROB is determined to
be full, the trace items that can enter the ROB may not have been
fetched from the trace file. To capture the correct ROB occupancy
status, trace items are fetched until the difference between a trace
item’s ISN and robHead’s ISN is larger than a specified range. The
size of the range does not affect the simulation accuracy, but it
should be larger than the ROB size in order to fetch all the trace
items that can enter the ROB. In our experiments, we continued to
fetch trace items until the differencewas larger than two times the
ROB size. The trace items that cannot enter the ROB are marked as
‘‘pending’’ trace items in rob-list. For instance, in our ROB example
in Fig. 3, trace items D and E are pending trace items when A
is robHead. When robHead commits, the pending trace items can
enter the ROB if there is enough room left in the ROB. New trace
items are fetched from the trace file if there are no pending trace
items.

3.4.2. Out-of-order trace simulation
We determine when to process a trace item (traceProcessTime)

based on our ROB occupancy analysis, the recorded cycle count,
and the dependency information. If a trace item has a parent
trace item, the trace item has to wait until its parent’s resolveTime
is known. Otherwise, we analyze the ROB occupancy status and
exploit the recorded cycle count to estimate when the trace
item can be processed (robReadyTime). Hence, traceProcessTime
of a trace item is the larger of robReadyTime and the parent’s
resolveTime. After we estimate traceProcessTime of a trace item,
we insert the trace item in a linked list that we will call issue-
list. issue-list sorts the trace items in increasing order based
on their traceProcessTime. In trace simulation, we process the
trace item in the head of issue-list (issueHead), which has the
smallest traceProcessTime. After issueHead is processed, we remove
issueHead from issue-list and the next trace item in the list becomes
the new issueHead.

Fig. 4 illustrates step by step how the trace items in the example
of Fig. 3 are handled by the ROB occupancy analysis. The first row
in the figure shows rob-list and issue-list with trace items A, B, C,
and D. Assume trace item A is robHead and A’s traceProcessTime is
(cycle) N . When trace items B and C are inserted in rob-list, we set
their robReadyTime toN+15 andN+40, respectively. Since C does
not have a parent trace item, C’s traceProcessTime is the same as ro-
bReadyTime. However, B depends on A, hence, we cannot estimate
B’s traceProcessTime until we know A’s resolveTime. Consequently,
only C is inserted in issue-list. Note that D is a pending trace item
when A is robHead.

At cycle N , A is processed and we set A’s resolveTime to N+

memory access latency. After processing A, we remove A from
issue-list and C becomes the new issueHead. Since we know A’s
resolveTime now, we can set B’s traceProcessTime and insert B in
issue-list as shown in the second row. There are two approaches—
eager and lazy—when estimating the dependent trace item’s trace-
ProcessTime. The eager approach processes a dependent trace item
immediately after its parent trace item is resolved. On the other
hand, the lazy approach delays the processing of the dependent
trace item by the number of cycles between the parent and the
dependent trace item. The rationale is that there may be other
instructions depending on the parent trace item and executed
before the dependent trace item. We studied both approaches and
observed that the lazy approach achieves higher accuracy on aver-
age than the eager approach. We show our results using both ap-
proaches in Section 5.1.

Continuing with our example, C is processed in cycle N + 40,
and C’s resolveTime is set to N +40+ memory access latency. After
processing C, we remove C, and B becomes the new issueHead. At
cycleN+memory access latency, we removeA from rob-list, and B
becomes the new robHead. The pending trace itemD can now enter
the ROB as shown in the last row of the figure.

Now that we described how the two key ideas of PDCM—ROB
occupancy analysis and out-of-order trace simulation—are imple-
mented, we nowmove on to the details of our trace simulation al-
gorithm.

3.4.3. PDCM with the baseline configuration
Fig. 5 shows the main loop in our trace simulation algorithm.

PDCMoperates in twomajor steps: (1) reconstructing the ROB (line
3) and (2) processing the scheduled trace items (line 6). The details
of each step are described below. The pseudo-codes presented in
this section contain a dot (·) notation to represent the association
between a trace item and the recorded information. For example,
robHead.ISN means ISN of robHead.
• ReconstructROB(): Fig. 6 describes how we reconstruct the ROB
in trace simulation. When the simulated clock cycle time (current_
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Fig. 4. Using rob-list and issue-list to reconstruct the ROB and issue L2 cache accesses out of order during trace simulation. The example builds on the ROB example in Fig. 3.
The red dotted arrow shows that trace item B depends on A. The cycle counts between trace items on the first row assume perfect L2 cache. Pending trace item D in the first
row is depicted with lighter color. Several abbreviations are used in the example. ‘‘tPT’’ represents traceProcessTime, ‘‘rT’’ represents resolveTime, and ‘‘MEM’’ is the memory
access latency. ‘‘eager tPT’’ and ‘‘lazy tPT’’ stand for eager and lazy estimation of traceProcessTime, respectively.

Fig. 5. High-level pseudo-code of trace simulation in PDCM. next_commit_time
indicates the time to reconstruct the ROB and next_event_time is the time to process
the trace items.

time) reaches the time to commit a trace item (next_commit_time),
we attempt to remove the trace item from rob-list (lines 2–9). If
current_time is larger than robHead’s resolveTime, robHead commits
and the next trace item in rob-list becomes the new robHead. If
robHead is a write trace item, we make a write access to the L2
cache before it is removed (lines 3–5). We commit the trace items
until either rob-list becomes empty or the new robHead is not
ready to commit. After committing the trace items, rob-list accepts
‘‘pending’’ trace items (lines 10–15). If there is no pending trace
items and if the ROB is not full, we fetch new trace items from the
trace file (lines 16–26). After a trace item is inserted in rob-list, we
insert the trace item in issue-list if we can estimate the trace item’s
traceProcessTime.
• ProcessTraceItem(): The L2 cache is accessed by issueHead, as
described in Fig. 7. The L2 cache access latency is used to set
resolveTime of the corresponding node in rob-list (lines 3 and
4). After issueHead accesses the L2 cache, rob-list is searched to
find the dependent trace items. We set traceProcessTime of the
identified dependent trace items and insert them in issue-list (lines
6–12). After processing issueHead, the next trace item in issue-list
becomes the new issueHead (line 16), and we determine when to
process the new issueHead (line 17).

If issueHead is a write trace item, we do not access the L2 cache,
but we set issueHead’s resolveTime to current_time. The write trace
item accesses the L2 cache when it commits from rob-list.

3.4.4. Modeling various processor artifacts in PDCM
The algorithm described above can be easily extended tomodel

important processor artifacts, such as MSHRs, data prefetching,
branch mis-predictions, and instruction caching. To add new
processor artifacts in the analytical models [5,7,14,22], the
constructed mathematical equations are revised or new equations
may be required. This can be a burden when new machine
configurations need to be modeled. Unlike analytical models,
PDCM does not rely on mathematical equations. The processor
artifacts can bemodeledwith a little programming effort—revising
the trace generator or the trace simulator. For instance, the effect of
branchmis-prediction ismodeled by simulating a branch predictor
during trace generation and L2 data prefetching is modeled by
implementing a data prefetcher in the trace simulator.
• Modeling MSHRs: In this paper, we focus on MSHRs for L2 cache
misses; the number of outstanding L2 cache misses is limited by
the number of available L2 MSHRs.

Extending PDCM with L2 MSHRs is relatively straightforward.
When an L2 cache miss occurs from issueHead, the L2 cache miss
cannot be processed if there is no available MSHRs. In such case,
we change issueHead’s traceProcessTime to the timewhen anMSHR
becomes available and reorder issue-list.
• Modeling a data prefetcher: In our work, we model a tagged
prefetcher. The tagged prefetcher fetches the next sequential cache
block when a miss occurs, or when a hit occurs in a prefetched
block [25]. Since the trace items represent the L2 cache accesses,
the tagged prefetcher simply needs to monitor the L2 cache
accesses from the trace items and make a prefetch request to the
memory if necessary. However, some trace items are generated
from L1 data cache hits because we generated extra trace items
for the delayed hits during trace generation. Hence, if the L2 cache
accesses from the delayed hit trace items hit in the prefetched
blocks, the tagged prefetcher will make more prefetching requests
than it should. To correctly handle data prefetching, we distinguish
the data cache miss trace items from the delayed hit trace items.
In trace simulation, we monitor all L2 cache misses and the L2 hits
only from the data cache miss trace items.
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Fig. 6. High-level pseudo-code for reconstructing the ROB.

Fig. 7. High-level pseudo-code for processing a trace item.

• Modeling branch prediction: Branch mis-predictions during
trace generation incur ‘‘speculative’’ trace items on mis-predicted
control paths. In trace generation, we distinguish the speculative
trace items from the non-speculative trace items, and the
dependency information is collected only if the parent trace item
is a non-speculative trace item. In trace simulation, a speculative
trace item accesses the L2 cache as a realistic superscalar processor
would do. However, we remove the speculative trace item from
rob-list after it is processed.

We observed two important aspects that can affect the accuracy
of branch handling. First, speculative trace items can affect the ROB
occupancy analysis, and second, a branch instruction depending on
the data brought by amemory instruction can affect the estimation
of traceProcessTime. Let us turn to Fig. 8 for illustration.

In Fig. 8(a), assume instruction 100 is the head of the ROB
and a branch mis-prediction occurs from instruction 110 allowing

the speculative instructions to enter the ROB. After the branch
is resolved, the instructions behind instruction 110 are squashed
and the processor fills the ROB with instructions fetched from
the correct path. Instruction 100 and 140 are in the ROB at the
same time even though they are more than ROB size number of
instructions away. To handle this case correctly in our analysis,
ISN is incremented only when it is assigned to the non-speculative
instructions.

Our second observation is about the perfect L2 cache assumed
in trace generation. If branch instructions depend on the data
brought by L2 cachemisses, the number of speculative instructions
with a perfect L2 cache and a realistic L2 cache will be different.
Fig. 8(b) shows an example from mcf benchmark in SPEC2K
benchmark suite [26], where a branch instruction depends on
memory instructions. To address this issue, we generate an extra
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a

b

Fig. 8. (a) The ROB occupancy status before and after the branch mis-prediction
is resolved. Assume instructions 110 through 120 are fetched from an incorrectly
predicted control path. (b) An example from mcf where a branch depends on
memory instructions.

trace item for a branch instruction if the branch depends on a trace
item. In trace simulation, the trace items behind a branch trace
item in rob-list are not processed until the branch trace item is
processed. In Section 5.1, we show that our approach accurately
models the effect of branch mis-predictions.
• Modeling instruction caching: Finally, to model the effect of
instruction caching, we employ a realistic instruction cache in
trace generation. If L2 cache is accessed by an L1 instruction cache
miss, we allow an L2 cache miss to occur in trace generation. The
timing information is recorded in the trace and exploited in trace
simulation.

3.5. Discussions

Before we evaluate our approach, we summarize and discuss
the limitations of PDCM in the following.
• PDCM requires an execution-driven simulator that models the
target processor to generate timing-aware filtered traces.
• PDCM requires an initial simulation to generate traces. Evidently,
our approach is not practical when running a simulation one time
only. However, the trace generation time is amortized as we run
many simulations reusing the generated trace. We note that it is
typical to run numerous simulations when studying the trade-offs
of different uncore configurations.
•PDCM focuses only on assessing the impact of uncore events, such
as L1 cache misses, on program execution time and assumes that
a superscalar processor core’s parameters are fixed during a series
of uncore experiments. Hence, the traces have to be regenerated if
the core parameter is changed.

4. Experimental setup

4.1. Machine configurations and benchmarks

Table 2 lists our ‘‘baseline’’ and ‘‘realistic’’ superscalar processor
configurations. The configurations are intended to resemble
the Intel Core 2 Duo processor [11]. However, the baseline
configuration does not incorporate any processor artifacts. We
will first demonstrate that our model is accurate with the
baseline configuration. We then further evaluate our model by
individually adding a key superscalar processor artifact to the
baseline configuration in consideration. Finally, we will use the
realistic superscalar processor configuration incorporating all the
artifacts. We use the entire SPEC2K benchmarks to evaluate our
model. The inputs for benchmarks are listed in Table 3.

Programs were compiled using the Compaq Alpha C compiler
(V5.9) with the −O3 optimization flag. For each simulation, we
skip the initialization phase of the target program [24], warm up
caches in the next 100M instructions, and simulate the next 1B
instructions.

Table 2
Baseline and realistic superscalar processor configurations.

Baseline Realistic

Dispatch/issue/commit width 4
Reorder buffer 96 entries
Load/Store queue 96 entries
Integer ALUs 4
Floating point ALUs 2
L1 d-cache 2 cycles, 32 kB, 8-way 64B line size, LRU

L1 i-cache Perfect Same as L1 d-cache

L2 cache (unified) 12 cycles, 2MB, 8-way 64B line size, LRU

Main memory latency 200 cycles

Branch predictor Perfect Combined
· bimodal and gshare
· 4 K meta-table size

L2 MSHRs Unlimited 8
L2 data prefetcher — Tagged prefetcher

Table 3
Inputs for the SPEC2k benchmarks used in experiments.

Integer Input Floating point Input

mcf inp.in art c756hel.in
gzip input.graphic galgel galgel.in
vpr route equake inp.in
twolf ref swim swim.in
gcc 166.i ammp ammp.in
crafty crafty.in applu applu.in
parser ref lucas lucas2.in
bzip2 input.graphic mgrid mgrid.in
perlbmk diffmail apsi apsi.in
vortex lendian1.raw fma3d fma3d.in
gap Ref.in facerec Ref.in
eon rushmeier wupwise wupwise.in

mesa mesa.in
sixtrack inp.in

4.2. Metrics

To demonstrate the efficacy of PDCM,we employ a PDCM-based
trace-driven simulator (PDCM) and compare it with a detailed
execution-driven simulator (sim-outorder). Our main metrics
are CPI error and relative CPI change. CPI error is defined as
(CPIpdcm − CPIsoo)/CPIsoo, where CPIpdcm and CPIsoo are the CPI
obtained with PDCM and sim-outorder, respectively. The CPI
error of PDCM shows the difference in cycle count compared with
sim-outorder. The absolute value of the CPI error shows the
magnitude of the difference. The average CPI error is obtained
by taking the arithmetic mean of the absolute CPI errors, as
similarly defined in [5]. Relative CPI change is defined as (CPIconf2−
CPIconf1)/CPIconf1, where CPIconf1 is the CPI of a base configuration
and CPIconf2 represents the CPI of a revised configuration [21]. We
use relative CPI change to measure the performance change of the
revised configuration relative to the performance of the baseline
configuration.

To compare the performance change amount shown by sim-
outorder and PDCM, we use relative CPI error. We define relative
CPI error as |rel_cpi_chg soo − rel_cpi_chgpdcm|, where rel_cpi_chg soo
and rel_cpi_chgpdcm are the relative CPI change reported by
sim-outorder and PDCM, respectively.

Lastly, we evaluate PDCM’s capability to reproduce the behavior
of a superscalar processor by tracking the temporal changes in
memory access patterns. We divide a program execution into
intervals and generate a histogram to collect the frequency
of the distance (in cycles) between two consecutive memory
accesses in each interval. We compare the frequency of the
collected distances in PDCM and sim-outorder to examine how
closely PDCM reproduces the off-core memory access patterns of
sim-outorder.
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Fig. 9. The CPI errors of the entire SPEC2K benchmarks using the baseline configuration. ‘‘ICM’’ is the independent cache miss model, and ‘‘PDCM-eager’’ and ‘‘PDCM-lazy’’
stand for eager and lazy estimation of the dependent trace item’s processing time.

5. Evaluation results

5.1. Accuracy of PDCM

• PDCMwith the baseline configuration: Fig. 9 presents the CPI error
of the SPEC2k benchmarkswith the baseline configuration. The CPI
error of the independent cache miss model (ICM) [18]—equivalent
to PDCM without taking the data dependency into account—is
shown to reveal the importance of honoring the data dependency
between trace items. Since ICM does not consider the dependency
between trace items, it suffers large CPI errors for the benchmarks
that have many dependencies between L1 cache misses, e.g., mcf
(−73% CPI error). The CPI errors are significantly reduced with
PDCM.

The figure presents the results of PDCM with the eager and the
lazy approaches (used when estimating the time to process the
dependent trace items, see Section 3.4.2) separately. The results
show that the lazy approach has lower CPI errors in general
than the eager approach because there are often intervening
instructions dependent on the parent trace item. Accordingly, we
will use the lazy approach in the remainder of this section. The CPI
errors of the SPEC2k benchmarks range from −6% (equake) to 5%
(ammp) with an average of 1.9%.

The results show that some benchmarks, such as ammp, show
positive CPI error even with ICM. This is because we do not take
into account the overlap between an L2 cache miss and the cycle
count recorded in a pending trace item. Consider the case when
there is only one trace item in the ROB accessing themainmemory
and a pending trace item waiting for the trace item to commit.
Since the cycle count in the pending trace item is the time spent
on executing the instructions between the two trace items, a
portion of that cycle should be overlappedwith thememory access.
However, we simply used the entire cycle count to estimate the
processing time of the pending trace item in trace simulation. We
note that the individual direction of the CPI error using a particular
configuration is of relatively small interest (as compared with
experiments spanning multiple configurations, e.g., Section 5.3).
What is more important at this point is the magnitude, which is
fairly small.

To show that PDCM is robust to the variation in processor’s
inherent parameters, we used different ROB size, L1 data cache
size, and issue-width to study the sensitivity of our model. Our
results show that the CPI errors were less than 3% when we used
different processor core configuration in trace generation. Table 4
summarizes our study results.

Although we used a fixed main memory access latency in our
experiments, the accuracy of PDCM does not depend on the off-
chip access latency. We ran experiments with a DRAM model
in sim-outorder and PDCM that has 16 banks (8 banks × 2
ranks) with 16 kB row size and assumed an open-page policy. We
assumed the main memory access latency is 80 cycles when a hit
occurs in the row-buffer, and 180 cycles when a conflict occurs in

Table 4
The accuracy of PDCM with different processor core configurations.

Different issue-width

Width 2 8
Avg. CPI error (%) 2.2 2.1

Different L1 data cache sizes

Size 8 kB 16 kB 64 kB
Avg. CPI error (%) 2.5 2.1 1.8

Different ROB sizes

Size 32 64 128 256
Avg. CPI error (%) 1.5 1.9 2.3 2.8

the row-buffer. The average CPI error of PDCM was 4.1% over the
entire SPEC2k benchmarks.

Finally, we evaluated the accuracy of PDCM using a combination
of different processor core configurations and the DRAM model
described above. We assumed the processor core has 8 kB L1
data cache, 2 issue-width, and 256 entries in ROB. We configured
sim-outorder accordingly, and collected the filtered traces
using the same core configuration for PDCM. The average CPI
error of PDCM was 3.3% over the entire SPEC2k benchmarks,
which shows that the accuracy of PDCM is not affected by
different processor core configurations and a realistic memory
access latency.

In what follows, we evaluate PDCM using the relative CPI
change metric with the benchmarks that show a change in CPI
when superscalar processor artifacts are added in the baseline
configuration.
• Effect of limited MSHRs: Fig. 10 compares the relative CPI change
obtainedwith sim-outorder and PDCM, when limited number of
MSHRs is applied to the baseline configuration. Since the number
of outstanding cache misses is limited by the number of MSHRs,
the CPI increases with fewer MSHRs.

The results show that PDCM can closely follow the relative
CPI change of sim-outorder. The relative CPI error of the
benchmarks in the figure was 2% on average. fma3d has a very high
L2 cache miss rate and it is particularly sensitive to the number of
MSHRs.We observed that fma3d’s L2 cache accesses occur in a very
close distance only in certain periods during program execution.
PDCM was able to reproduce this unique behavior of fma3d. The
average CPI error was 2.1%, 2.2%, and 1.9%, when sim-outorder
and PDCM both used 4, 8, and 16 MSHRs respectively.
• Effect of data prefetching: Fig. 11 compares the relative CPI
change reported by sim-outorder and PDCM, when a tagged
prefetcher is added in the baseline configuration. The results show
that PDCM can accurately model the effect of data prefetching.
The two largest beneficiaries were swim and mgrid as shown by
both sim-outorder and PDCM. The relative CPI error of the
benchmarks in the figure was 1% on average. The CPI error with
the tagged prefetcher in the baseline configuration was 1.6% on
average.
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Fig. 10. The relative CPI change when limited number of MSHRs (4, 8, and 16) is applied to the baseline configuration. Only the benchmarks that show at least 1% relative
CPI change are presented in the figure.

Fig. 11. The relative CPI change when a tagged prefetcher is incorporated in the baseline configuration.

Fig. 12. The relative CPI change after incorporating a realistic branch predictor in the baseline configuration.

• Effect of branch prediction: The trace files used in the previous
sections are generated with a perfect branch predictor. In this
section, we study how the branch mis-predictions in trace
generation can affect trace simulation accuracy. PDCM is driven by
trace items generated with a combined branch predictor (bimodal
and gshare) in trace generation. We configured sim-outorder
with the identical branch predictor.

Fig. 12 compares the relative CPI change shown by sim-
outorder and PDCM. The largest branch mis-prediction penalties
was shown in perl from both sim-outorder and PDCM. The
relative CPI error of the benchmarks presented in the figure was
1% on average. The CPI error after incorporating a realistic branch
predictor was 1.8% on average.

One might question the validity of the timing information
recorded in the trace items. In trace generation, since a perfect
L2 cache is used, a fixed latency is returned on each L1 miss. On
the other hand, different latencies are returned depending on the
result of the L2 cache access in sim-outorder. If the memory
access latency significantly affects the branch prediction accuracy,
we cannot correctly model the branch mis-prediction penalties
using the cycle counts in the trace items. To investigate this aspect,
we quantified the effect of the memory access latency on branch
prediction accuracy using eight representative benchmarks in the
SPEC2k benchmark suite [13], as shown in Table 5.

We collect the branch prediction accuracy separately from two
simulation runs. The first simulation uses a fixed L2 hit latency and
the second simulation uses a randommemory access latency—any

Table 5
The percent of stable branch instructions in the benchmarks.

Stability % of stable branch instructions in the program
≤0.005 (%) ≤0.01 (%) ≤0.02 (%) ≤0.03 (%)

mcf 84 91 94 95
gcc 79 84 88 91
gzip 84 88 91 95
twolf 82 89 93 96

fma3d 96 97 97 97
applu 91 92 93 94
mesa 87 88 88 88
equake 88 91 94 95

integer number between the L2 hit latency (12) and a longmemory
access latency (400)—on L1 misses. Using sim-outorder, for a
given branch instruction (say A), we collect the number of correct
branch predictions from A with a fixed latency (n_correctA−fixedlat )
and a random latency (n_correctA−randomlat ), and thenumber of total
branch predictions made from A (n_totalA). The stability of a given
branch instruction A is defined by:

stability =
|n_correctA−fixedlat − n_correctA−randomlat |

n_totalA
.

For instance, the last column in Table 5 shows that 88% of mesa’s
branch instructions and 97% of fma3d’s branch instructions are
stable, when the threshold is 0.03. The high stability values in the
table suggest that the L1 cache miss latency does not significantly
change the branch prediction accuracy.
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Fig. 13. The CPI errors of the SPEC2k benchmarks using the realistic processor configuration.

• PDCMwith the realistic configuration: We finally present the sim-
ulation results for the realistic superscalar processor configura-
tion with PDCM. The trace files used in this section are generated
with branchmis-predictions and instruction cachemisses.We also
modified sim-outorder to model the realistic superscalar pro-
cessor. The CPI errors of the SPEC2k benchmarks are reported in
Fig. 13. The increased CPI error of mgrid, compared with 1% CPI
error with the baseline configuration, comes from the error when
modeling the data prefetching effect. The results show that PDCM
achieves a very high accuracy with an average error of 1.6%, which
is even smaller than the average error (1.9%)with the baseline con-
figuration.

5.2. Reproducing temporal uncore access behavior

We have previously used CPI error and relative CPI change
computed over the entire execution span as the main metrics to
evaluate how closely PDCM approximates a realistic superscalar
processor’s performance. In this and the next subsection, we will
focus on two aspects of PDCM that are relevant at the system level:
(1) Does PDCM change how a processor core exercises ‘‘uncore’’
resources such as L2 cache and memory controller? and (2) Can
PDCM predict a program’s relative performance when uncore
parameters such as L2 cache size are changed? These aspects are
especially important when evaluating a workload on a multicore
architecture where uncore resources are subject to contentions.

To explore the first aspect, for each benchmark, we build
histograms of the distance (in cycles) between two consecutive
memory accesses (from L2 cache misses, write backs, or L2 data
prefetching) in each interval of 100M instructions from both
sim-outorder and PDCM. Each bin in a histogram represents
a specific range of distances, and the value in a bin represents
the frequency of distances that fall into the specified range. We
assume that PDCM preserves the temporal memory access patterns
of sim-outorder if the frequency of distances between two
consecutive memory accesses that occur in each interval is similar
to sim-outorder. The histogram is generated for 10 consecutive
intervals from both sim-outorder and PDCM. We use the
metric Similarity =

n
i=0 MIN(bin_sooi,bin_pdcmi)n

i=0 bin_sooi
in order to compare

sim-outorder and PDCM with a single number, where i is the
bin index and n is the total number of bins. bin_sooi and bin_pdcmi
are the frequency value in ith bin collected by sim-outorder
and PDCM, respectively. High similarity implies PDCM’s ability to
preserve the memory access pattern of sim-outorder. If the
similarity is 1, it suggests that the observations made by the two
simulators are identical.

Fig. 14 depicts the representative interval of mesa and parser.
mesa shows that sim-outorder and PDCM agree well on the
memory access behavior, while parser shows that sim-outorder
and PDCM disagree somewhat on the frequency of the distances
between isolatedmemory accesses. Table 6 presents the computed
average Similarity over all intervals for all SPEC2k benchmarks. We
note that the similarity values of some benchmarks were affected
by having a few memory accesses in an interval of one simulator,

Table 6
The similarity in memory access patterns between sim-outorder and PDCM
(shown in percentage).

SimilarityBenchmark (similarity)

<90% parser (81%), gzip (83%), fma3d (85%),mgrid (86%), facerec (88%),
swim, eon (89%)

≥90%
art, gap (90%), galgel, gcc (91%), ammp, applu, equake,
mcf (92%), vpr (93%)
twolf (94%), lucas (95%), wupwise (96%)
apsi, bzip2, crafty (97%), perl, vortex (98%), mesa, sixtrack (99%)

while the other simulator not showing any memory accesses
in the same interval. For instance, fma3d showed two memory
accesses in the first interval with PDCM, while having no memory
access in the first interval with sim-outorder. If we do not
take the first two memory accesses with PDCM into consideration,
the Similarity of fma3d increases from 85% to 99%. Overall, PDCM
preserves the memory access behavior of sim-outorder closely.
Most benchmarks, 19 out of 26, showed 90% or higher similarity.

5.3. Predicting the performance with different uncore parameters

Wenowattempt to answer the question of ‘‘Can PDCMcorrectly
predict the performance of a new machine configuration given
the performance of a baseline configuration?’’ The ability to
predict relative performance (i.e., performance trend) is often
more important in a system performance study. We make our
realistic superscalar processor configuration as the reference point
and simulate five configurations that differ in one of their L2
cache or main memory parameters as shown in Table 7. In
Configuration 1 and 2, the L2 cache is 1 MB and 4 MB instead of
2 MB (‘‘smaller L2 cache’’ and ‘‘larger L2 cache’’). In Configuration
3 and 4, the memory latency is 150 cycles and 300 cycles
instead of 200 cycles (‘‘faster memory’’ and ‘‘slower memory’’).
In Configuration 5, the L2 hit latency is 20 cycles instead of 12
cycles (‘‘slower L2 cache’’). Note that PDCM used the same traces
produced to study the realistic superscalar processor configuration
in Table 2 for all five different configurations. On the other hand,
we ran sim-outorder with each new machine configuration
examined.

The results in Table 7 show that PDCM was able to project
the relative performance very closely to sim-outorder. First of
all, the performance change direction (positive or negative), was
predicted correctly 100% of the time. Furthermore, Table 7 shows
that the relative CPI change seen by each benchmark and each
configuration, was nearly identical between the two simulators
for most of the benchmarks. gcc showed a large relative CPI error
when L2 cache size was reduced (Conf. 1). gcc ’s CPI increased
78% in sim-outorder when L2 cache size is reduced from 2 MB
to 1 MB, whereas PDCM increased CPI by only 16%. PDCM shows
smaller CPI increase because it has smaller L2 cache misses with
1 MB L2 cache than sim-outorder. The different number of
L2 cache misses is caused by not generating trace items for L1
instruction cache misses, as mentioned in the end of Section 3.4.4.
Our simple approach does not accurately capture the case when L1
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Fig. 14. The histogram of collected distances in an interval is depicted to compare the distance (in cycles) between two consecutive L2 cache misses in sim-outorder and
PDCM. The x-axis represents the bins used to generate the histogram and the y-axis represents the percent of collected distances in the interval of 100M instructions. The
bin size is 12 cycles. We only show the representative intervals of the benchmarks that show the highest (mesa) and lowest (parser) similarity for clear presentation.

Table 7
Relative CPI error between sim-outorder and PDCM. The five configurations are
identical to the baseline configuration (Table 2) except a single parameter.

Conf. 1 (%) Conf. 2 (%) Conf. 3 (%) Conf. 4 (%) Conf. 5 (%)

mcf 1 0 1 1 0
gzip 0 0 0 0 1
vpr 1 0 0 0 1
twolf 12 0 0 0 11
gcc 62 0 0 1 6
crafty 0 0 0 0 1
parser 0 1 0 0 3
bzip2 1 0 0 0 3
perl 0 0 0 0 8
vortex 0 0 0 0 1
gap 0 0 0 0 1
eon 0 0 0 0 1

art 3 3 2 2 1
galgel 3 0 0 0 2
equake 0 0 0 0 0
swim 0 0 3 1 0
ammp 3 0 0 0 1
applu 0 0 1 1 0
lucas 0 0 0 0 1
mgrid 0 0 1 4 0
apsi 0 0 0 0 2
fma3d 0 0 1 1 0
facerec 0 1 0 0 1
wupwise 0 0 0 0 1
mesa 0 0 0 0 0
sixtrack 1 0 0 0 0

Avg. Error 3.4 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.8

instruction cache misses increase the number of L2 cache misses
with smaller L2 cache. In general, we were able to obtain fairly
accurate projections of the relative performance from our model.
The average relative CPI error of the five configurations ranged
from 0.3% (larger L2) to 3.4% (smaller L2).

In summary, the results presented in Fig. 14, Tables 6 and 7
suggest that PDCM is amenable for use in a multicore simulation
environment [20,19]. To simulate multiple processor cores that
run independent threads simultaneously (i.e., multiprogrammed
workload), one can prepare traces from a detailed uniprocessor
simulator (like sim-outorder) and run them together. Our
techniques can be applied to multithreaded shared memory
applications if individual threads can be traced [19]. One can

reliably study the overall system behavior thanks to the capability
of our technique to preserve each processor core’s memory access
behavior like an execution-driven simulation engine. At the same
time, one can examine how individual program performance is
affected by contentions in the shared resources.

5.4. Simulation speed and storage requirements

Lastly, we report the simulation speed and storage require-
ments of PDCM and a full trace-driven simulation strategy, a widely
practiced simulation method [2]. The trade-off between the two
methods is clear. The biggest advantage of using PDCM over the full
trace-driven simulation is its fast simulation speed. On the other
hand, the full trace-driven simulation strategy has the advantage
of being more accurate with the complete information of all in-
structions executed.

The simulation speeds of the two trace simulation methods
are compared using the speedups achieved over sim-outorder
with the baseline configuration. Because we model the full detail
of the target superscalar processor operation per every supported
instruction, our implementation of the full trace simulator is
essentially identical to sim-outorder. The observed simulation
speedups4 of PDCM range from 3.8× (gcc) up to 582.58× (eon) and
their average (geometric mean) was 62.5×. On the other hand,
the speedups with the full trace-driven simulation was limited,
ranging from1.06× (mcf ) to 1.35× (sixtrack). The average speedup
was only 1.18×.

In our current implementation, a single trace item in a full trace
is 12B. Because trace items are generated for 1.1B instructions, each
trace file is 12.3 GB. A single trace item with PDCM is 20B, and
the average trace file size is 1.5 GB, ranging from 20 MB (eon) to
9.6 GB (gcc). 22 out of 26 benchmarks were less than 1.9 GB, and
14 out of 26were less than 1 GB. Certain benchmarks requiremany
trace items because of delayed hits, especially gcc. Since not all
delayed hits may be needed for accuracy, the trace file size can be
reduced significantly if we filter unnecessary delayed hits during

4 The trace generation time was not included when measuring the speedup. The
trace generation was 1.24x slower than an execution-driven simulation on average
(geometric mean) over the SPEC2k benchmarks.
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trace generation as a possible optimization. Trace file sizes were
slightly larger with the realistic configuration with an average of
1.5 GB, and range from 25 MB (eon) to 9.7 GB (gcc).

As expected, simulation results of the full trace-driven simu-
lation method were almost identical to sim-outorder with 0%
CPI error on average. PDCM is not as accurate, but the error is very
limited as we discussed in this section. Considering the fast simu-
lation speed, small error, and much smaller storage overheads, we
believe PDCM is a more attractive simulation method than the full
trace-driven simulation, especially in the early design stages.

6. Related work

Trace-driven simulation has been an indispensable technique
for analyzing computer performance. Our work is a positive
response to the question ‘‘Can trace-driven simulators accurately
predict superscalar performance?’’ [3]. In their work, Black et al.
showed that sampling techniques present a problem to the
accuracy of trace-driven simulation for superscalar processors.
This paper advocated using timing-embedded filtered trace to
model superscalar processor performance.

In previous and current practice, much trace-driven simulation
work has focused on either tracing memory Refs. [27] or using
a full trace of executed instructions for relatively fast simulation
with complete fidelity [2]. In our previous works [18,17], we
demonstrated that filtered trace-driven simulation can accurately
approximate superscalar processor performance. In [18], we
introduced three different trace-driven simulation models using
filtered traces and discussed the strength and weakness of each
model. However, the simulation models require a cycle-accurate
execution-driven simulator that models the microarchitecture of
the target superscalar processor to generate filtered traces. In
a more recent work [17], we proposed an abstract simulation
method called In-N-Out to remove such limitation by using a
functional cache simulator to generate filtered traces. Since a
functional simulator does not provide timing information, In-
N-Out resorts to information about data dependency between
instructions to estimate the distance between L1 data cache
misses. In-N-Out uses a processormodel that is more abstract than
this work—still more concrete than other proposals that we will
discuss below. Hence, In-N-Out is less accurate than PDCM, but can
attain potentially higher simulation speeds.

Michaud et al. [22] built an analytical model to study the re-
lations between instruction fetching, branch prediction accuracy,
and ILP. Their model is based on the observation that the number
of instructions that can issue per cycle grows as the square root of
the instruction window size. However, they assumed an idealized
superscalar processor, whereas our target processor is a realistic
superscalar processor. Karkhanis and Smith [14] built an analytical
model that divides program execution into intervals separated by
‘‘miss-events’’ like branch mis-prediction, instruction cache miss,
and data cachemiss. The overall performance of a program is com-
puted with the baseline CPI (measured with no miss-events) and
the CPI due to miss-events. They introduced the idea of exploit-
ing the ROB size and the distance betweenmemory instructions to
model the performance penalty of L2 cache misses. Our work was
in part inspired by their analytical performance model. However,
their analytical model did not model the effect of limited MSHRs
and data prefetching. In contrast, PDCM can accurately model the
effect of limited MSHRs and data prefetching.

Chen and Aamodt [5] improved on the model of [14] by more
accurately estimating the CPI component due to long latency data
cache misses. They proposed a method to analytically model the
effect of pending data cache hits, data prefetching, and MSHRs,
which were not considered in [14]. However, they assumed
that both branch predictor and instruction cache are ideal, and

their simulator has to support prefetching when generating the
instruction trace tomodel the prefetching effect. Eyerman et al. [7]
proposed their ‘‘mechanistic model’’, which is the new generation
of the first order model [14]. They describe the details of the
interval analysis proposed by Karkhanis and Smith and the revised
model. Similar to Karkhanis and Smith, they modeled branch
prediction, data cache misses, and instruction cache misses, but
did not consider the limitedMSHRs or data prefetching. Genbrugge
et al. [10] extended the mechanistic model to raise the level of
abstraction for fast multicore simulation.

The analytical models [22,14,5,7] and PDCM all use trace files
as an input to the model for different purposes. The analytical
models analyze a full instruction trace before using their model
to get statistics for their mathematical equations. In our work,
we use a filtered trace for trace reduction and we do not need
to analyze the trace file before the trace simulation. PDCM
considers the timing and dependency information captured during
trace generation and focuses on fast dynamic simulation rather
than hybrid analytical modeling. Analytical models provide well-
constructedmathematical equations,while PDCMprovides a novel
trace simulation framework for quick and accurate performance
modeling. In our work, we studied the temporal uncore access
behavior of a superscalar processor with our model. Such study
was not conducted by the analytical models.

While not directly comparable to our approach, there are other
interesting works done to reduce the simulation time overhead.
One such example is synthetic workloads. Synthetic workloads are
not a user program, but they capture the characteristics of the real
benchmarks that they wish to represent. Ganesan et al. [8] devel-
oped a framework that generates synthetic clones for the target
benchmarks using the characterized information of the bench-
marks. On the other hand, MinneSPEC tries to reflect the behavior
of SPEC2kbenchmarkswhile using a smaller, but representative in-
put set [15]. Genbrugge and Eeckhout [9] improved the statistical
simulation methodology by using synthetic trace and an accurate
memory data flow model, which models delayed hits, RAW (read
after write) memory dependencies, and cache miss correlation.

Sampling techniques have been developed to reduce the scope
of (detailed) simulation during execution-driven simulation. Sher-
wood et al. [24] proposed SimPoint, a technique to automatically
identify ‘‘representative’’ program intervals that exhibit stable be-
havior (called ‘‘phases’’). One could choose to simulate portions of
these intervals (e.g., 100M instructions) to predict a benchmark’s
execution time and other metrics rather than simulate the whole
execution, thereby effectively reducing the time needed for sim-
ulation. According to [24], each SPEC2k benchmark program has
up to 10 phases. Considering that typical SPEC2k benchmarks ex-
ecute hundreds of billions of instructions, SimPoint has the po-
tential to reduce the amount of detailed simulation by a factor of
∼100 (100 M per phase × 10 phases/100 B instructions). The av-
erage IPC error of SimPoint based simulation, compared with sim-
outorder, was reported to be ∼3% over the SPEC2k benchmarks.
Another sampling method, SMARTS, was proposed by Wunderlich
et al. [28]. Unlike SimPoint that reduces the scope of detailed simu-
lation to specific phases, SMARTS systematically samples program
execution intervals with relatively fine granularity without pay-
ing attention to programbehavior changes. The number of samples
and the length of each sample depend on the desired target confi-
dence level. Compared with sim-outorder, SMARTS was shown to
achieve 60× simulation speedup and less than 1% error (on aver-
age). Comparedwith SimPoint and SMARTS, PDCM resorts to cache
filtering, a fundamentally different sampling strategywith no bear-
ing on simulation intervals. PDCM offers an orthogonal method
to speed up detailed simulation itself by focusing on a subset of
processor events (cache misses) and abstracting away other de-
tails. Naturally, PDCM could work together with either SimPoint
or SMARTS (in the context of trace-driven simulation).
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Chou et al. [6] introduced a simulation method based on
their epoch model to quickly derive the memory-level parallelism
(MLP) of a program. Their simulator, MLPsim, is a very simplified
processor model based on several assumptions. Nonetheless, the
simulator shows accurate MLP results, especially when a long off-
chip access latency is assumed.

Finally, there are trace-driven multicore simulators, TPTS [19]
and Zauber [20], that also use timing-embedded filtered traces.We
expect that ourmodel can be easily integrated in such trace-driven
multicore simulators.

7. Conclusions

The pairwise dependent cache miss model (PDCM) enables a
trace-driven superscalar processor simulation method using re-
duced traces. We use PDCM to study how the out-of-order instruc-
tion execution capability of a superscalar processor, as a function of
the ROB size, affects the trace-driven simulation methodology. We
focus on assessing the impact of uncore events on program execu-
tion times and assume that a superscalar processor’s parameters
are fixed during a series of experiments. We make the following
contributions:
•We develop techniques to incorporate the effect of key processor
architecture artifacts on the program execution time and model
a realistic superscalar processor incorporating those artifacts at
length using reduced trace.
• Compared with a full trace-driven simulation method that
incurs large simulation time and storage overheads, our work uses
storage efficient filtered traces that carry enough information to
compute latencies between trace items at simulation time. Our
approach obtains competitive or better accuracy than previously
published simulation methods that use memory traces, both
filtered and unfiltered.
• Compared with a detailed execution-driven simulation method,
PDCM achieves a simulation speedup of 62.5× on average
(geometric mean) while giving sufficiently small errors across
benchmarks (less than 3% on average).
• PDCM is an attractive simulation method especially in early
processor design stages. It robustly predicts the relative perfor-
mance change for different machine configurations. The perfor-
mance change direction is always predicted correctly and the
performance change amount is predicted with small errors of less
than 4% on average.

As current and future processor research is centered on
multicore architectures, the importance of studying system-wide
resources will continue to grow. Our study forms a basis for tools
that enable fast and accurate multicore simulations focusing on
system-wide resources, such as shared L2 cache, on-chip network,
and memory controller.
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